Introduction
The electrical machine user is mainly interested in its external quantities (voltages, currents, speed, torque). On the other hand, understanding the machine behaviour in depth needs the analysis of its main internal quantities (current sheet, induction wave, etc.). In this respect it should be said that the classical theory shows clear differences in its analysis method, depending on which of these two quantity types is under survey.
As for the external quantities a number of precise techniques (geometric constructions, equivalent circuits, etc.) were early developed, although most of them were only valid for particular applications. However, as for the internal quantities, what predominated were rather a graphical description and an intuitive reasoning. In addition, there was no analytical tool which showed in a precise and easy way how the evolution of the machine internal quantities results in changes of its external ones. Thus, the correlation between both quantity types became blurred, and with the increasing mathematical formalism it was gradually set aside in many books on electrical machines which focus, almost exclusively, on their external quantities.
After Kapp´s proposal in [1] In the 1950´s the authors in [6] emphasized that when analyzing the transients in A.C. machines it was important to provide a picture and a physi- emerges again. It is worth mentioning that resorting to space vectors (thus, for three-phase machines without space harmonics) an interesting proposal was made in [7] several decades later to relate machine transient condition to the propagation process in space of distributed magnetic fields.
The Space Vector Theory (SVTh) in [6] aroused somehow as an alternative and reaction to the GMTh´s exacerbated mathematical formalism, which was most pronounced in some books, where the machine is viewed completely "from outside", as a "black box" to which different matrix transformations are applied. By contrast, one of the main ideas in [6] was to look at the machine "from the inside", to start its dynamic analysis on the base of its space waves, and to proceed in this direction as far as possible.
However, the SVTh achieved his goal only in a modest scope. Indeed, their authors, which always assume the hypothesis of no space harrmonics, analyzed first in all detail [6, and as early as the 1970´s they were widely used in Central Europe in numerous books on this subject [8 -11] . The important influence of the new space vector viewpoint on the development of modern control methods for three phase machines was also pointed out in [12] . It should be added that the approach in [6] was mainly spread in German language and remained practically unnoticed in the English literature until the eighties of the past century. (See, e. g., the prefaces to books [13] and [14] ).
Combining the approach in [6] , restricted to three phase machines without space harmonics, with the work in [15] , Stepina showed that it was also possible to characterize through space phasors (this correct term was introduced by him) the m.m.f. wave produced by a multiphase winding including its space harmonics. This was an important contribution. Relying on it, he tried to develop a general theory encompassing all kind of machines (arbitrary air gap structure and arbitrary number of space harmonics). Unfortunately, his general formulae [16, 17] [20] should be underlined.
The approach actually underlying Park´s work, the so called magnetic coupling circuit approach (MCCA), was very much enhanced by [4, 5] and became the approach overwhelmingly used all over the world in machine transients analysis.
Put it simply: the MCCA regards the machine as a network made up of resistances, and inductances, many of which vary with the rotor position.
Park applied in [4, 5] the MCCA to three phase machines (m = 3) taking only into account the fundamental space wave. The method was extended first to machines with m > 3 in the GMTh and later on to machines with arbitrary number of space harmonics and phases (e. g. [21] ).
Interesting investigations on converted fed multiphase machines (MM´s) have been known for several decades (e. g. [22] [28] .
How to get an intuitive picture of A in simple cases is shown in a didactic manner, e.g., in [29] .
Nevertheless, since the average electrical engineer is less familiar with flux linkages than with voltage, this last quantity will be used in the next chapter to introduce some previous concepts which are essential in the SPhTh.
DYNAMIC POLYPHASE SYSTEMS AND DYNAMIC TIME PHASORS OF SE-QUENCE "g"
Since all the essential features of the SPhTh can be illustrated with systems having an odd number of phases, henceforth this number, m, will be assumed odd unless otherwise stated. Likewise, phase 1 axis will be assumed to be always placed on the real axis. Term γ stands for 2π / m.
Let it be a three phase symmetrical winding with arbitrary voltages, u 1 (t), u 2 (t) y u 3 (t), but without homopolar components. It must be possible to obtain these voltages by means of the projection of a "rotating vector" 2 (the voltage phasor u A )
onto the phase axes, that is ( e  stands for "real part of"): Solving (7) with the additional condition of no homopolar voltage components, a very simple calculation yields: 
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Indeed, according to (12) the quantity in the general phase "y" for the DmPhS , X , in (13) , of (16) and the quantity in the same phase "y" for the DmPhS, X * , of sequence (m -g )
These formulae show that DmPhS´s with equal or complementary sequences can be added up, and the result can be characterized by just one dynamic time phasor.
Notice on the other hand that the "voltage phasors of sequence g" previously introduced (see text after (9)) are simply dynamic time phasors of sequence "g".
In summary, in this section it has been shown how to decompose a m-phase system of arbitrary time quantities into its independent DmPhS´s (e. g. eq. (7) for m = 5) and how to calculate their corresponding dynamic time phasors (e. g., equations (8) and (9) 
SPACE PHASOR CONCEPT. PHAS-ORS U AND Ψ AND THEIR ASSOCIATED SPACE WAVES. CORRELATING PHASE QUANTITIES WITH AIRGAP WAVES
Electrical machines studies require operating with certain quantities which are spatially dis- 
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On the other hand this wave, as just stated, is fully characterized in its phasorial domain by its space phasor, whose most general expression is:
From (19) and (18) 
The statement above as well as the corresponding equation (24) It is worth mentioning that even in the simple case of three phase machines, and even in good books ( e.g. [30] , p. 286 or [31] , p. 21]) it has been explicitly stated that phasors u and  lack a physical interpretation. Yet assigning a physical meaning to the u phasor was already done in [32] , where the u phasor definition was carried out from a field perspective (axial electric potential difference) and a circuit perspective (average value of conductors voltages).The second definition was later used to also introduce the  phasor and, unfortunately, it was the one almost exclusively used by this author in his later publications on the SPhTh (e. g. [33, 34] ). The procedure and definitions in those publications are in itself legitimate and correct, but they are useful for transients analysis only if the space harmonics are neglected, otherwise, the expressions for u and  become too complex, as explicitly acknowledged in [33, 34] . Therefore, those space phasor definitions and their corresponding developments in previous author's publications which do not coincide with the ones given here or in [35] are to be replaced in due manner. In other words, the "field perspective" in [32] is the truly suitable one and the one to be chosen for introducing the space phasors definitions and formulae, as done and explained in detail in this paper.
Formulae (24) and (25) (11)).
CURRENT SPACE PHASORS AND THEIR ASSOCIATED SPACE WAVES
Any phase A placed in the cylindrical stator (D = inner diameter) of an electrical machine produces a current sheet space wave that can be split into space harmonics. If i A (t) is the phase current, the space phasor, a, that characterizes the harmonic of relative order h of the current sheet wave produced by the phase A is [35] ,,
()
The current sheet space phasor of a polyphase winding is the sum of the space phasors of all of its phases Thus the space harmonic of relative order h of the current sheet wave produced by a m-phase symmetric winding fed by arbitrary currents can be represented by its space phasor, whose expression, deduced immediately from (26) and (22) (27) Instead of the current sheet space phasor it is often advantageous to use the so called current space phasor, defined as: Finally, notice that, like equations (24) and (25), equation (28) always holds too, no matter the rotor shape or whether the magnetic circuit be saturated or not. Contrary to equations (24), (25) and (27) 
FAST TORQUE CONTROL OF MULTI-PHASE MACHINES
The general strategy (GAFTOC principle) to get a very fast machine torque control is based on Moreover, in converter-fed machines it is not necessary to take into account all the members of each waves family. Indeed, it has been theoretically justified as well as confirmed by numerous simulations in [35] that the field harmonics effect on the transient torque of three phase induction motors is always negligible at low slips. Obviously this conclusion can be extended to the different and independent waves families of converter fed MM´s (small slips, even in transients).
This means that in these MM´s only the space harmonics which are head members of their groups (that is, the harmonics with the lowest pole number) need to be considered as to the torque, since they alone are able to provide a non negligible torque contribution [35] . Finally, notice that, as already said, Fig. 8 (an extension of the first control scheme in [28] ) is just one example. All the other three phase control schemes in [28] for PMSM, IM and DFAM can be extended in a similar manner to MM´s.
Conclusions
Kapp´s simulations with the model in [35] (Notice that whereas the u and  formulae and physical interpretation for the general case are given in this paper, the whole set of machine equations for the particular case of constant airgap machines has been deduced in detail in [35] 
Excellent suitability for electronic control studies
First: space phasors provide a very good physical insight into the machine behaviour. This way, they enable to "untangle" (with little mathematics) the machine structure, and to decouple the MM (and to understand its underlying physical base!) into a set of equivalent and independent three phase machines (machines with one only  space phasor in stator and rotor).
Second: electromechanical energy conversion is concerned with motional emfs. Thus, pulsational emfs should be considered a waste of resources (increasing in machine and converter sizes) and time (slower dynamic answer) and are always to be avoided. This simple idea constitutes the GAFTOC principle [28] , from which all the oth-er control methods can be deduced. Yet, implementing the GAFTOC becomes very simple in the SPhTh: it boils down to keep constant the magnitude of every  space phasor and to change only its rotational speed.
Graphical representation of transients.
A sinusoidal space wave can always be graphically represented by a space phasor, no matter the changes in its amplitude and speed. Dynamic diagrams provide en excellent insight into transient processes.
Torque formula very simple and intuitive
The torque formula is quite simple and has a direct and very physical interpretation: tendency to the alignment of two magnets. 
